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Abstract
GPS,firmly entrenched in ground survey, is also becoming a
major issue in aerial survey, and everyone speculates about
its potential. It is now clear that its introduction in photogrammetry has started a thorough shakeup of traditional
methods, imposing sometimes a demanding adjustment to
the people involved. This paper concentrates on the operational aspects of a GPS-controlledphoto flight management
and navigation system, as well as its implications on aerial
survey and mapping. Some of the problems and pitfalls encountered during the development are discussed. They reflect on the measures that have to be taken for successful
introduction of a technology that is likely to have the largest
impact on aerial survey and its productivity for the past 30
years.

Introduction
Assisted and automated camera positioning and navigation is
not new. Numerous systems have been adopted in the past
(Doppler, INS,Loran, etc.) but with limited success due to
high cost or insufficient reliability. It is only since the introduction of GPS that there exists a system which fulfills the
requirements of
High precision
Universal availability
Reliability
Ease of operation
Low cost

Airborne GPS provides
Accurate, sight-independentnavigation and positioning of
camera or sensor; and
Precise geometric positions of the perspective centers of the
aerial photographs.

The requirement for photo-navigation accuracy of several
tens of metres is within standard GPS receiver capability.
Depending on the scale, the requirement for position determination of the camera projection center down to a few
centimetres is achieved by post processing of phase data captured with geodetic quality GPS receivers. GPS-assistedaero
triangulation uses these data to reduce the ground control requirements to an extent where, in some instances, no ground
control is needed at all.
The impact of GPS on the cost and performance of aerial
surveys is so strong that one can safely forecast that in the
near future GPS methods will be a must for any competitive
air survey operation.
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Background
MAPS geosystems is an aerial survey company operating
throughout Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. Operating in
remote areas, it is not surprising that at MAPS we investigated the commercial viability of GPS in aerial survey at an
early stage.
We carried out our first GPS-controlledphotoflights during late 1990.Photography of seven blocks, covering 5000
krn2 at a scale of 1:35,000,was flown in the central part the
Republic of Guinea, West Africa. GPS was used both for
photo navigation as well as GPS-assisted aerial triangulation.
The project turned out to be an outstanding success,
both technically and commercially. Whether "right the first
time round" or "beginners luck," it convinced us instantly of
the value of GPS in aerial survey.
Since then, we have navigated all our projects with GPS,
and used GPS-controlledaerial triangulation for the control of
over 4500 models, including a single block of 1590 models.
Thousands of hours of research, development, and operation
were invested before many problems were ironed out, and a
commercial system emerged.
It became apparent that, in order to exploit the full potential of GPS,an integrated approach is called for, that links
project planning, ground control, photo flight, photo indices,
aerial triangulation, and block adjustment; in short, all the

operations that are required before photogrammetric data
capture can start. In view of their interaction, these functions
need to be analyzed and designed on the basis of their relationship in the operational context -something that can be
done best within the confines of a multi-disciplinary photogrammetric organization where development and practical
experience go hand in hand.
In September 1991,an agreement was reached between
Carl Zeiss and MAPS geosystems to jointly develop T-FLIGHT
as an integrated photoflight management and navigation system for aerial survey and mapping.

GPS-Controlled Photo Navigation
Concept
The art in aerial survey is the capability to position an aircraft at the right place at the right time. An unpredictable
operation under the best of circumstances, aerial photography is dependent on many factors, such as weather conditions, sun angle, snow cover, state of vegetation, safety and
security regulations, administrative and logistics problems,
etc. This often leads to a situation where an operational window is extremely difficult to obtain, if at all. In our aim to
use GPS to optimize the flying operation and to achieve highest productivity during the available operation window, we
have to place emphasis on
avoiding additional restrictions, and
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Figure 1.T-Plan Analyzing Table.

making the system robust so that system-induced failures can
be avoided.
With this in mind, we set out to design the T-FLIGHT system to conform to the following criteria:
computerized, parametric flight planning in a graphical environment;
automated extraction of required parameters and their transfer to the different system modules;
integrated data-flow through the planning, operation, and final reports;
user transparent conversion between different geodetic projections and WGSa4, including allowance for local datum
shifts;
graphic navigation interface and mission management;
automated reporting; and
hardware independence.
Technical Description of T-FLIGHT V1.4
T-~GHT
is a software package for aerial photogrammetry
which exploits the positioning accuracy of the GPS and the
power of the portable PC. T-FLIGHT covers the whole range of
aerial photography activities, from planning to reporting. It is
an integrated package designed to be used throughout the entire operation with the data flowing from one step to the
next.
T-Plan, T-Nav, and T-Rep are the three main modules
corresponding to planning, navigation, and reporting.
T-Plan
T-Plan is used to create and optimize photo flight plans for
use in T-Nav. Working within AutoCAD, T-Plan is menu
driven and can make use of all AutoCAD supported peripherals, plotters, printers, etc. Planning in both geodetic and
geographic coordinate systems is supported. All required coordinate conversion, with user-definable spheroids and datum shifts, is handled transparently by the system.
A form entry program allows the entry into a single
source file of all project parameters and client requirements
(including tolerances), which are used by the three T-FLIGHT
modules. The underlaying of multiple reference maps aids in
the determination of project limits and positioning of flight
plans. These reference maps may be digitized on-line or imported from other AD systems.
T-Plan's powerful aerial survey analyzing table (Figure
1) enables "what-if" evaluation, with warnings for out-ofrange parameters and computation of bill of quantities.
The program automatically fills project areas with flight
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lines conforming to specified parameters, and allows easy
placement of single flight lines along corridors, or as cross
strips required for GPS-assistedaerial triangulation (Figure 2).
Extensive and flexible manipulation of flight lines and
exposures is possible within T-Plan, as well as the creation
of different flight plan options, each with comprehensive statistics to facilitate evaluation and comparison. T-Plan can automatically create grids and user-defined legends which may
be overlaid to produced flight-plan reports and tender documents. The "Approve-Function" creates flight plans and reference drawings for use in T-Nav, transforming the
coordinates into WGS84, universally output by all GPS receivers.
T-Nav
T-Nav manages photo flights using GPS positioning. A
graphic display for flight management is provided for the
navigator (Figure 3). A separate display is provided to the
pilot for accurate aircraft positioning.
The navigator screen displays aircraft position, flight
plan, and exposures on reference maps. Concise navigation
data are also displayed, with additional data available on demand. The mission overview, with all flight information, is
available to the navigator at all times, independent of the
display shown to the pilot. This facility for graphical management of a complete photo mission greatly increases efficiency by allowing the navigator to plan ahead.
The separate pilot display graphically indicates aircraft
position relative to the required flight line and exposure positions, as well as other navigation data in a concise manner
(Figure 4).
The T-Nav program is designed for ease of use in the
often adverse environments of b e y aircraft. Selection of
flight lines and general program control are accomplished by
pointing on a touch screen, or by simple key presses. Distances and times to waypoints (or any chosen position) are
readily available. Because the complete system is graphical,
it is not necessary to remember or enter any numbers. Popup warnings, fast-action buttons, and an easy-to-use menu
further reduce operator strain.
T-Nav handles pinpoint photography taking exposures at
pre-computed exposure stations as well as velocitylheight (v/
H) photography where the exposure interval is controlled by
an intervalometer. The relevant camera operation modes are
controlled, and position data are sent to the camera for display on the image frames. Each exposure is recorded with its
pseudo-range coordinates and relevant parameters for subse-
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Figure 2. T-Plan display.
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Figure 3. Navigator display.

quent creation of reports in T-Rep. This recording must not
be confused with the recording of the raw satellite data required for GPS-assistedaerial trianguIation, to the description
of which we will refer later.
T-Rep
T-Rep performs fast generation of high-quality text and
graphic reports. Exposure coordinates are automatically converted to the coordinate system used in planning, and position data can be updated from post-processed GPS data if
available. As in T-Plan, the creation of grids and user-defined legends containing project parameters is automated.
T-Rep output includes
Hardcopy plots and printouts on any peripheral supported by
Autow,
PE&RS

Digital drawings that may be imported into other
tems,
Text reports, and
Database files for use in a GIS.

sys-

Navigation Accuracy

The accuracy of GPS controlled photo navigation depends
mainly on three factors:
Accurate and reliable flight planning,
Adequate hardware and software, and
Selective Availability.

Disregarding the last item, the achievable accuracy of aircraft
positioning is better than 50 m.
GPS, being a military program, has been designed to
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Figure 4. Pilot display.

deny or restrict its access to civilian users, for instance, by
means of Selective Availability (SA), whereby the signal received by civilian users is being altered to degrade the accuracy (presently to a position within 100 m, 90 percent of the
time).
This random position error affects the trajectory of the
aircraft as well as the actual location where photographs are
being triggered. For very large scale photography, these errors can be removed by the implementation of differential
GPS through a radio link between a ground reference station
and the airborne receiver.
This differential mode eliminates most biases and atmospheric propagation errors and yields the necessary real-time
position and altitude accuracy requirements even for very
large scale photography. Low-cost, nationwide, real-time, differential GPS services are becoming increasingly available.
The performance of T-FLIGHT in a real-time differential
mode is demonstrated on a block of photography flown in
the State of Qatar on 30 March 1993 within the control zone
of Doha International Airport (see Figure 5).
Pin-point photography at a scale of 1:4000 and a base of
167 m was required for orthophoto production. Due to the
high positional accuracy required, this could only be
achieved with real-time differential GPS. The following system configuration was used:
Aircraft:
Twin engine turbo prop
Camera:
Zeiss RMK TOP with pulsed shutter and
m C film magazine
Photo Flight
T-FLIGHT
Management:
GPS receivers:
Sercel NR103 + ~ ~ ~ 1 0 0 ,
Sercel NDR 100, with integrated
UHF differential transmitter
Average Aircraft
146 kts (average exposure interval 2.2
speed:
sec!)
Weather conditions: light to medium turbulence (convection)
Number of expo- planned:
371
sures:
taken:
371
Using Sercel's GPS Trajectography software package, accuracy of the camera positioning with respect to the planned
position has been computed as follows:
Along the flight line:
mean 2.4 m (u1.9 m)
Across the flight line:
mean 13.8 m (a11.2 m)

GPS-Assisted Aerial Triangulation
The possibility to reduce theground control requirements by
GPS-assistedaerial triangulation is a major breakthrough in
photogrammetry.
1662

Using airborne kinematic GPS in conjunction with aerial
triangulation and block adjustment procedures permits determining the geodetic position of the projection center of each
photograph taken with an accuracy of under 10 cm inX, Y ,
and Z. The procedure is based on kinematic differential
phase measurements using a geodetic type receiver at a base
station and a second receiver installed in the aircraft (Ackermann, 1992-1994).
Raw pseudo-range data are collected by two geodetictype GPS receivers, one installed in the aircraft and the other
on a reference station near the project area. The receiver installed on the aircraft must be equipped with a so-called
photogrammetric option. Linked to the camera, it must record the precise time of the impulse generated by the camera
at the mid-point of each exposure. During the photo flight,
both receivers record simultaneously the raw GPS data from
all available satellites.
Postprocessing
The recorded raw data (i.e., the phase measurements of the
GPS carrier waves) plus the file with the recorded time of the
exposures are processed by SKIP (Static and Kinematic Information Processing). With the help of SKIP,the relative positions of the airborne receiver antenna at the time of the
exposure midpoint is computed, thus forming control points
in the sky which are introduced into the block adjustment of
the aerial triangulation. Depending on the accuracy requirements, allowance has to be made for the eccentricity between
camera projection center and antenna position. If a stabilized
camera mount is used, the rotation angles at the time of the
exposure might have to be recorded to be able to compute
antenna eccentricity with the required accuracy.

Operational Aspects of Airborne GPS
The Operational Environment
T-FLIGHT has a strong implication on the general work organization. Until recently, Survey Navigators spoke of their work
in terms of mission and were entirely responsible to carry it
out from A to Z. Now, many of their traditional tasks have
been shifted to computers (photo flight planning, indexing,
reporting, etc.) and can be performed by people who may
never set foot in a survey aircraft. This has an impact on the
scope and contents of the work, which necessitates the redefinition of competence and responsibilities.
To exploit GPS' very high level of accuracy, technical
specifications and tolerances are getting tighter (pin-point,
map-sheet flying, etc.). Consequently, planning and flying an
aerial survey with GPS requires a thorough knowledge and
understanding of the possible pitfalls. Although T-FLIGHT
avoids such problems by providing real-time datum adiustment, automatic switching from prn-point photography to V/
H, etc., one cannot emphasize enough the importance of a
correct digital flight pian to avoid &itating cbnsequences.
The main sources of errors in the planning phase are
Poor digitizing of the original document,
Wrong spheroid or datum shift, and
Incorrect terrain height.

One can no longer assume that a flight planning error is
detected by the navigator during the survey itself, even when
he is using a navigation telescope to cross-check his position.
In turbulent weather conditions, detecting a shift of even a
few hundred metres can be very challenging for someone
without extensive visual photo-navigation training, which we
feel is no longer needed. In any case, having to abort an aerial survey flight hundreds of kilometres away from base in a
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Figure 5. Photo Index of Doha project, produced by T-Rep. Section of print lay down as inlay. (Reproduced with kind permission of the
Centre for GIS, State of Qatar.)
critical photo-weather area would be a stand-alone disaster.
Therefore, verification and cross-checking are fundamental to
prevent the typical "almost on the line" photo-flight blunders.
Survey Navigation
T-FLIGHT is bringing some drastic changes in the survey aircraft work organization: The responsibility for navigation accuracy has shifted from the navigator to the pilot who is now
keeping the aircraft on the right track by means of the TFlight Pilot display unit. As hours of concentration on this
type of precision hand-flying is laborious, T-Nav was designed with provision for direct control of an autopilot.
In addition to the operation of his camera, the new Aerial Survey Operator takes care of the mission management
utilizing his navigation display unit. All significant data,
such as the positions of the photos, are recorded and can be
examined to take rapid decisions. While the pilot is actually
guiding the aircraft along the specified line, the navigator
can independently monitor the progress and plan ahead.
Questions such as "Which line next? What about this cloudy

area? How long to go to the end of the line or the other side
of the block" are accurately and immediately answered.

Training
Most of the original navigator's special skills are no longer
required and have to be replaced by new ones to cope with
the sophisticated hardware and software. This is relatively
easy provided the navigator has been previously exposed to
computers. Challenges and difficulties become more extreme
where GPS integration is being broadened to airborne photocontrol: Now the navigators have to work their way through
alien concepts such as Baud rates. RAM disks, datum shifts,
and data management. In addition, they have to master the
installation, configuration, and operation of advanced GPS
geodetic receivers even on board an aircraft.
GPS transforms photo navigation from a skill into a technology. But it is far from being a "push the button and forget" type of operation and, in order to run smoothly, requires
expertise and attention to detail at all levels. The enlarged
scope of the operation, the advanced equipment and software
requirements, as well as the overall photogrammetric system
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knowledge that is essential for high performance, calls for
the training of the navigatorlcamera operator to become a
Photoflight Manager. The analytical aspect of GPS-controlled
Photoflight Management requires a specialist in the preparation, execution, and evaluation phase of the photo mission.
With GPS and computers having taken over, survey navigation can be carried out with the ease of directing an object
on a computer screen.
However, there are potential pitfalls. The fact that the
navigator loses contact with the object he photographs makes
him unaware of any problems that are not indicated on his
computer screen. The most obvious ones are caused by errors
in preparation of the data. This can have severe consequences, reaching far beyond the simple possibility of accidentally photographing the wrong area.
Drift, weather conditions, forward and side overlap, and
obstruction avoidance are all subjects that are directly or indirectly handled by the navigator during visual navigation.
GPS-assistednavigation will glue the navigator as well as the
pilot's attention to the screen and thus make them oblivious
to potential dangers.
An appropriate re-training of former Navigators or their
replacement by suitably trained Operators is necessary to
avoid a momentary deterioration of the quality level of aerial
photography in the companies switching to GPS. As often
with new technology, introduction of GPS is escorted by numerous misconceptions and blunders which can rapidly become a serious economical issue. Ignorance of determinant
factors such as coordinate transformation, datum shift, selective availability, and satellite configuration and geometry can
be quite a revelation!

GPS Receivers
A wide range of GPS receivers are suitable for positioning
and triggering the camera in absolute pseudo-range mode. A
standard serial data link is the only physical requisite to
function with T-FLIGHT. AU the equipment which has been
tried until now with T-F'LIGHT
has given satisfaction.
The concept of T-FLIGHT has evolved into a separation
between the navigationjcamera management and the raw data
recording.
It is advantageous to use navigation type receivers which
have a high kinematic performance, i.e., short reacquisition
time after loss of lock. They are low cost and can remain
permanently installed in the aircraft.
For data collection for GPS-assisted aerial triangulation, a
costlier geodetic receiver is required. This can be installed in
the aircraft temporarily, on an if and when required basis. It
is foreseeable that soon, different types of receivers will become available that might fulfill both functions in an economic way.
The mounting of the antenna on the aircraft needs special considerations. For navigation purposes it is advantageous to mount the antenna as high as possible to minimize
obstructions by wings and fuselage. Although the ideal position is on top of the vertical stabilizer, it is usually installed
flush on the upper part of the fuselage, right above the camera. Shading caused by high wings might require some additional engineering to raise the antenna on top of a mast.
Such modifications to a pressurized airplane are relatively
complex. Indications that the antenna needs to be lifted are
repeated loss of lock and long re-acquisition times (usually
more than 5 to 10 seconds).

products as well as by completely integrating GPS photomanagement software in their camera systems. Significant is
constant access time for the mid-time of the exposure. This
feature is essential for obtaining accurate forward overlap
with large-scale photography as well as for permitting the
photo to be exposed as close as possible to the precise time
the GPS signal is received. In addition, for GPS-assistedaerial
triangulation requirements, the camera generates the pulse at
the exposure mid-time, which needs to be recorded by the
photogrammetric option of the GPS receiver.
CamerdOperator interfaces have to be brought to a satisfactory level of user-friendliness. Automated forward overlap
and drift monitoring are urgently needed to complete the
system.

Pinpoint versus V/H

GPS navigation is

ideally suited for pin-point photography,
i.e., triggering the camera at predetermined stations. Precisely positioned photographs yield numerous advantages:
Reduced numbers of photogrammetric models, reduction of
ground control, one photo per mosaic-sheet, one model per
map-sheet, avoidance of incomplete photogrammetric
models, etc.
For its implementation, sound photogrammetric knowledge and careful planning is required. Because the forward
overlap is a function of aircraft velocity/height (v/H), the consequences of overlooking terrain height can be disastrous. At
a photography scale of 1:6000 flown with a wide-angle camera, a combined terrain height difference and altitude deviation of more than 50 metres will lead to the specified
forward overlap of 60 percent + 5 percent being exceeded.
The only solution to this problem is to implement systems
capable of switching automatically to V/H where this is necessary to prevent stereoscopic gaps.
At present. GPS pseudorange altitude in non-differential
mode is inaccurate and should not be used for positioning
the aircraft. The use of real-time differential overcomes this
restriction.
Pin-point photography can be futile when turbulence is
bouncing the aircraft. A stabilized platform is a complement
of an efficient GPS-controlledaerial photographic system. A
stabilized mount allows reducing the side overlap to a minimum and can save up to 20 percent of flying time and
models, because very little allowance has to be made for aircraft roll.

Reference Station and Airborne Raw Data Recording
The operational requirement of airborne photo-control is
simply the simultaneous collection of raw data from the reference receiver and from the airborne receiver. The relatively
high frequency of these recordings-at least once per second-generates a large data volume which has to be safely
stored and preserved. We recommend that at least the airborne geodetic receiver be equipped with sufficient memory
to permit internal data storage. At the reference station, this
is less critical and the receiver can download in real time
into a PC. Stringent data management, back-up techniques.
and documentation procedures are essential and have to be
mastered by the operator who has to deal with up to 15 Mb
of data per flying day.

Cameras

Summary

Camera manufacturers are also expected to participate in this
development by improving the level of automation of their

To avoid a long description of the various changes brought
by GPS based photo-management systems such as T-FuGHT,
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here is a list of benefits acknowledged during nearly two
years of development and operational use.
T-FLIGHT increases the efficiency and productivity of aerial photography through:
Optimized flight planning reduces the number of necessary
runs and photographs;
Accurate Bill of Quantities for faster tender preparation;
Increased navigation accuracy, permitting smaller overlaps;
Accurate pinpoint photography, producing aligned, easy-tohandIe models, reduces the number of required tie points for
aerial triangulation, eliminates the need for mosaicking ortho
images, and avoids incomplete stereo models;
Convenient flight management, allowing fast, flexible navigator reactions to changing events, such as cloud cover and air
traffic;
Efficient navigation, permitting faster aircraft speeds and reducing operator strain and allowing optimal utilization of the
available weather window;
Automated reporting, creating high-quality photo indices; and
Greatly reduced ground control requirement with GPS assisted
aerial triangulation.

Some problems have to be taken into consideration:
GPS is a military facility, and it could be simply shut down
for civilian use if the signal is being used by a hostile user;
Selective Availability is generally no problem, but it makes
real-time differential procedures a necessity for very large
scale photography;
Nearby transmitting installations can interfere with GPS reception to an extent which might affect the quality of the
photo flight;
Presently, GPS receivers are not spared by bugs and flaws. Filtering spontaneous position jumps and leaps are a significant
part of the T-Nav program;

Air crews operating T-FLIGHT are quickly lulled into total dependence on and blind confidence in GPS;
One of the most frustrating contradictions since GPS' arrival
in aerial photography concerns the amount of time which can
be wasted: in the hands of a sharp and trained aerial survey
crew, T-FLIGHT can double or even triple their daily production. Yet, lack of preparation, a bad satellite window or simply a recalcitrant cable, can halt the operations even under a
clear blue sky; and
The close tolerance to optimize flight plans for GPS-controlled
photo navigation are far above the possibilities of conventional visual navigation. With newly trained operators being
either not capable or not equipped to navigate visually, a GPS
hardware failure will bring the mission to a full stop.

Conclusion
T-FLIGHT has been developed into an advanced system, designed to exploit the possibilities offered by GPS to its maximum. Yet, the fast development in the GPS field will
continuously pose new challenges. T-FLIGHT will need to be
continuously developed to integrate new ideas and make use
of new technological developments. This is the main reason
why a software solution has been chosen which allows flexibility of adaptation and continuous improvement.
GPS applications in general are among the most dynamic
and promising technological challenges of the 90s. GPS is
causing a major upheaval in ground survey; likewise, the introduction of airborne GPS has become a milestone in the evolution of aerial survey.
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